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Abstract: Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) face challenges in implementing industrial
robotics in their manufacturing due to limited resources and expertise. There is still good economic
potential in using industrial robotics, however, due to manufacturers leaning toward newer
technology and automated processes. The research on sustainability decision-making for transitioning
a traditional process to a robotic process is limited for SMEs. This study presents a systemic framework
for assessing the sustainability of implementing robotic techniques in key processes that would benefit
SMEs. The framework identifies several key economic, technical, and managerial decision-making
factors during the transition phase. Sustainability assessments, including cost, environmental impact,
and social impact, are used in the framework for engineers and managers to evaluate the technical
and sustainability trade-offs of the transition. A case study was conducted on a typical US metal
fabrication SME focusing on transitioning a shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) process to a robotic
gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process. A sustainability assessment was conducted following the
framework. The results suggest that the transition phase involves numerous factors for engineers
and managers to consider and the proposed framework will benefit SMEs by providing an analytical
method for industrial robotics implementation decision-making.
Keywords: sustainable manufacturing; decision-making; small to medium manufacturers; welding

1. Introduction and Literature Review
As small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) move toward Industry 4.0, their manufacturing
environments are changing. These changes include automation realization on the shop floor and
increased customer expectations regarding carbon footprint reduction, waste, and unemployment [1].
To address these concerns, SMEs acknowledge the importance of sustainable manufacturing to assist
in the transition from traditional to robotic manufacturing processes [2,3]. Statistics show that in
2015, robotics sales increased by 15%, which is the highest percentage increase ever recorded for one
year. The two main industries that contributed to the increase in sales of industrial robotics are the
automotive and electronic industries [4]. This paints a picture that manufacturing environments are
leaning toward robotic processes to meet increased globalization throughout the world. SMEs consist of
mostly privately owned businesses that are managed by a single owner [5]. The management structure
differs greatly from larger organizations that have more capital for research projects and initiatives.
The current economic focus is local; however, as globalization continues to increase, exportation
will increase for SMEs in the United States. Therefore, automating processes will be necessary [6].
However, the main concern is the scarcity of resources within SMEs [7].
Research on planning and implementing robotics in manufacturing processes focuses largely
on decision support for the transition phase. Deuse et al. [8] proposed a system architecture that
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includes an internet portal joining customers and robotics manufacturers for data and information
communication, a database containing technical robotic solutions, a planning and decision support
system for component selection and process planning, and a simulation where proposed processes can
be reviewed. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) identified several challenges
associated with robotic transition and indicated that while robotics are becoming increasingly easier
to use, they are more difficult to integrate due to the sacrifices required to reduce cost and broaden
application scope. The challenges include locating the part, grasping the part, moving the part,
placing the part within the assembly, manipulating parts, fastening, and other moves that need to be
calibrated [2]. Talalaev et al. [9] developed a methodology that considers product analysis and robot
cell configuration, and applied the method in a metal inert gas or metal active gas (MIG/MAG) process.
Sarkans and Roosimölder [10] used a modular and systems approach with multiple system layers
such as process, system configuration, installation, variables, program, and simulation to assist robotic
implementation. Research has also considered other aspects of robotic use in production systems,
such as coordination, scheduling, reuse of process knowledge, and monitoring system control [10–18].
However, a decision support system that focuses on sustainability is lacking in transitioning traditional
processes to robotic manufacturing processes.
Welding is a materials joining process in which two parts are coalesced at their contacting surfaces
by a suitable application of heat and/or pressure [19]. Welding is employed in industrial sectors such
as automotive, aerospace, shipbuilding, construction, nuclear, energy/power generation, electronics,
household appliances, petrochemicals, and machinery fabrication [20–22]. Studies on the sustainability
of welding processes have been carried out by multiple researchers [23–27]. Chang et al. [28]
conducted a study of environmental impact assessment and social life cycle assessment (LCA) of
welding technologies, and found that manual welding results in lower productivity and higher
health risk than automatic welding processes. Nakhla et al. [29] calculated shield gas production and
transportation carbon emissions associated with a welding process and showed that the environmental
impact of weld gas utilization expands beyond the release of the weld gas into the atmosphere,
and the use of a weld gas regulator can result in significant savings for the production process and
reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emission. Sproesser et al. [30] studied the energy efficiency
of gas metal arc welding (GMAW) by using a tandem GMAW (TGMAW) and found that electricity
consumption for higher-power TGMAW was decreased by 23% and the process time was reduced
by 55%. Sangwan et al. [31] conducted an LCA study on a welding training section and used a
CML (centrum voor milieuwetenschappen, a Dutch phrase) midpoint assessment method to evaluate
environmental impact in 13 categories. The study found that machine and equipment copper and
steel production is the major polluter, and copper is the major contributor in the end-of-life phase.
Sproesser et al. [32] compared the environmental impact of manual metal arc welding (MMAW),
GMAW, laser arc hybrid welding (LAHW), spray, and modified arch welding processes, and found
that MMAW had the highest environmental impact for an operation on 20 mm thick structural
steel with a weld bead length of 1 m. Vimal et al. [33] studied the shielded metal arc welding
(SMAW) process and identified five sustainability strategies: energy modeling and optimization
studies, waste minimization and disposal studies, process parametric optimization, process emission
studies, and employee skill training and involvement programs. The study found that the waste
minimization and disposal strategy resulted in improved environmental performance and conservation
of materials. From the economic aspect, several cost-effective approaches have been used in welding
parametric optimization, such as the Taguchi method and genetic algorithms [22]. Jármai et al. [34]
conducted a cost optimization study on cylindrical orthogonally stiffened shells and revealed that
orthogonal stiffening could result in more than 50% savings in material and manufacturing related
costs. Patrick et al. [35] showed that material costs represent a small percentage of the total cost
(welding consumables, 8% to 15%, and power and equipment, 2% to 5%) of the overall welding cost in
a typical US operation, and labor and overhead costs represent around 80–85% of total operating cost.
The study suggested that changing SMAW to flux-cored arc welding can reduce labor cost and increase
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productivity. From the social aspect, health hazards and risks are the main concerns related to welding
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2.1. Inputs and Transformative Factors
Inputs: There are three major inputs: materials, energy, and equipment and fixtures. Materials for
welding processes typically include steel, aluminum, zinc, nickel, titanium, and brass. Filler metal and
electrodes may also be necessary depending on the welding process. Energy is constantly used in the
production process, mostly consisting of electricity usage and heating and cooling for the facility. It is
noted that robots do not have to work in bright lighting, therefore energy savings occur compared to
manual operations [40]. Equipment and fixtures consist of the machinery and tools that are necessary
to produce the product. For example, within welding processes this would consist of the shield gas
container, welding gun, product fixtures to properly weld the part, etc. When the transformation to
automation occurs, the equipment will consist of the robot and any subassemblies required.
Transformative factors: There are numerous factors involved in the transition phase. However, several
key considerations include safety, human resources and training, layout, scheduling, and quality. Safety is
always a priority when transforming a process from manual operation to robotic automation. For example,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standard 1910, subpart Q states that there shall be
a safety-type disconnecting switch or a circuit breaker near the machine for manual resistance seam welding.
This is to prevent electrocution. Similarly, all manual welding processes must have effective guarding
devices such as an electronic eye safety circuit or adequate guards [41]. Surveying past accidents, it can be
seen that many robot accidents happened during the programming sequences and during maintenance of
the robot [41]. Therefore, a hazard analysis of the robotic system is always recommended and the following
factors should be considered:

•
•
•
•
•

Startup and command or programming procedures
Location and installation requirements
Possible human errors
Typical robot malfunctions
Scheduled and unscheduled maintenance

OSHA also recommends implementing safeguarding and awareness devices, and providing
adequate training to programmers, operators, and maintenance workers who are going to interact
with the robot daily to prevent future accidents from occurring.
Related to human resources, another transformative factor is human-centric effects from technological
change. Change is not always well received on shop floors. For example, employee unions could raise
concerns about replaced operators. Retraining programs for current and replaced employees are often
introduced to keep them up to date. Human error is one key reason companies implement automation [42].
When companies purchase robots, they are buying standard products that can be measured and tested for
reliability and performance, unlike human workers [43]. Therefore, the new roles of human workers need
to be redefined in automated systems.
To better understand how to implement robotic work cells, this study partitions robotic cells
into three types: blocking, no-wait, and interval. In a blocking cell, the part to be processed cannot
be loaded unless the part that is completed is moved and the area is unoccupied. With the no-wait
pickup criterion, the part must be removed from the machine and moved directly to another machine.
In interval robotic cells, each stage has a specific interval of time during which a part can be
processed [44]. The following assumptions are made in this study: (1) the robot cannot be instructed to
load an occupied machine, and (2) the robot cannot be instructed to unload an unoccupied machine.
As for the layout transition, the following factors need to be evaluated [45]:

•
•
•
•
•

Structural obstructions
Energy drop in locations (electrical, air)
Clear height below the structure, piping, fire protections
Forklift travel aisles
Raw material delivery locations
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Current machine layouts

Often, simulation is necessary before implementation to make sure the current layout will suffice
for production. The geometric simulation uses 3D visualizations, collision detection, and offline
programming methods to see the robotic work cell before implementation. The main issue with all
simulation software is the overall affordability for SMEs [46]. Therefore, the costs of the associated
planning need to be considered.
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines quality as “the totality of
features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied
needs” [47]. A high-quality weld must adhere to the following characteristics:

•
•
•

It must be functional for its required lifespan.
It must be manufactured with specified materials along with design specifications for the process.
It must be maintained properly throughout its required lifespan.

A good way to test welds is with a destructive examination. If it does not meet the standard,
the weld can be repaired so that it is brought up to acceptable standard. With manual SMAW,
the key quality consideration is the correct implementation of the welding procedure and the skillful
manipulation of the welding arc by the operator. In robotic GMAW, the key quality considerations
include proper design of the product, optimizing the welding process, feedback control of the process,
and diagnosis of the cause of quality disturbances.
2.2. Economic Assessment
To assess the implementation of industrial robotics, the implementation team should select a series of
alternative choices based on monetary investment. This can be done through life cycle costing (LCC), which
considers the sum of all recurring and one-time costs over the full lifespan of the robot. They include the
purchase price, installation costs, operating costs, and maintenance and upgrade costs [48]. Through this
methodology, the team can determine the least costly design alternatives for implementation to be effective.
The cost calculations for a typical welding process are shown below [49].
Total cost per unit (C) of the process includes labor cost (LC), electrode cost (EC), shield gas cost
(SGC), electrical power cost (EPC), robotic cost (RC), safety system cost (SSC), transition cost (TC),
and equipment cost (EC). The cost per unit equation is displayed with the costs that are associated
with each functional unit:
Cost per unit = LC + EC + SGC + EPC + RC + SSC + TC + EC

(1)

To calculate the labor cost associated with manual and robotic GMAW, the following equation
is used:


Labor and overhead cos t ($/hour) × Weld deposit (kg/part)
LC =
(2)
Deposition rate (kg/hour) × Operating factor
where weld deposit is the portion of a fusion weld that has been completely melted during welding;
deposition rate is the rate that weld metal can be deposited by a given electrode or welding wire,
expressed in kg per hour; and operating factor is the time that the welder is actually welding, which is
the arc time divided by the total hours worked multiplied by 100 and expressed as a percentage.
The cost of the shield gases can be calculated with the following equation:
SGC = Arc time × Gas flow rate × Cost of gas per cubic foot

(3)

Once shielding gas cost is considered, electrical power can be calculated with:
EPC = Arc time ×

Welding current × Welding voltage
× Power cost
Power source efficiency

(4)
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Electrode cost can be calculated with the following equation:
EC = Arc time × Wire feed rate × Wire rate per unit length × Wire cost

(5)

where wire rate per unit length is the amount of welding material in unit length (e.g., g/cm).
Transition cost includes costs associated with the labor time for installation and coordination of
production (information flow). This is because a new system takes time to adapt to a production
environment and become stable. The equipment cost accounts for initial cost, annual maintenance,
and end-of-life depreciation value. Interest rate will be accounted for to consider the time value of
money. The overall end-of-life value is based on the scrap amount of the valuable materials, complexity of
the disassembly, number of devices ending their lives, and pureness of the disassembling components.
By evaluating the end-of-life strategy, the overall cost over the robot’s life cycle can be determined [50].
2.3. Environmental Impact Assessment
Life cycle assessment (LCA) can be used to determine the potential environmental impacts of
a process. LCA contains four main phases: goal and scope definition, life cycle inventory, impact
assessment, and interpretation [51]. Goal and scope definition identifies the objective, system boundary,
and functional unit of the product or system to be analyzed. A functional unit can be a unit length of
welding for a particular part or a complete operation to finish a welding part. A cradle-to-gate analysis
accounts for material production, equipment manufacturing, and energy and material consumption
during the welding process, while a gate-to-gate analysis focuses on the welding process itself,
not counting stages before manufacturing. The life cycle inventory compiles energy and material
flows involved in the system boundary. Typical information in the welding life cycle assessment
includes amount of material (e.g., feedstock, ancillary materials), energy required by the process
(e.g., electricity), equipment usage, and hazardous materials. Once the inventory of different ideas
of possible impact is collected, inventory indicators are converted into a series of impact categories
through environmental impact assessment methods such as ReCiPe, CML, and Tool for Reduction and
Assessment of Chemicals and Other Environmental Impacts (TRACI) [52–54]. A typical list of impact
categories includes acidification potential, climate change, eutrophication potential, freshwater aquatic
ecotoxicity potential, freshwater sediment ecotoxicity potential, human toxicity potential, ionizing
radiation, marine aquatic ecotoxicity potential, marine sediment ecotoxicity potential, photochemical
oxidants, abiotic depletion potential, ozone depletion potential, and terrestrial ecotoxicity potential [31].
Once the impacts are completed, the last step of analyzing the LCA is to interpret the results, which
leads to the conclusion and interpretation [55].
2.4. Social Impact Assessment
Social life cycle assessment (SLCA) assesses the social and socioeconomic aspects of producing
products and their potential positive and negative impacts along the robot’s life cycle [56].
The framework is the same as the LCA, beginning with an objective, scope, and functional unit.
In goal and scope definition, stakeholders involved in this technology transition shall be included.
These stakeholders can provide input on impacts and within the assessment itself. Location is
another factor that affects social impact assessment. In some locations, assessment may also need
to include political attributes such as laws and policies. Therefore, in defining a goal and scope,
practitioners need to consider various factors to identify stakeholders and potential impacts to analyze.
Social life cycle inventory collects both quantitative and qualitative data from processes to be analyzed.
Quantitative data might include number of working hours, injury rate, and number of local employees
hired. Qualitative data can be collected when the metrics are difficult to quantify, such as public
opinion and social relationships. In the impact assessment stage, some common social aspects around
manufacturing processes are related to wages and compensation, safety, personal and technical growth,
and social interaction [57]. For the robotic welding process transition in this study, social impact
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assessment primarily focuses on fair salaries and health and safety [58]. Fair salaries can be assessed
by evaluating the difference between the local performance standard (Plocal ), e.g., average operator
wage, and the work cell performance (Pj ), e.g., wage for the operator position under study [3].
Pdifference = Pj − Plocal

(6)

In addition, wages can be compared with the national poverty threshold in order to identify the
operator’s quality of life. However, national poverty thresholds vary considerably among countries,
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3.2. Inputs
Due to the complex mechanism of robotics, it uses more energy to operate the machine than
a manual device does during the same time period. However, when processing a part, in this case
300 mm welding line, a robotic welder takes less time (28.35 s) than a manual welder (78.74 s).
Nevertheless, the robotic welder has higher power efficiency (80%) than the manual device (50%).
When not working, the idle power for the robotic welder is 60 w. The electric power specifications are
shown in Section 3.4. For the equipment setup, within a manual welding process, typical components
of each work cell consist of the following: wire feed unit, power source, fixture, part or component
being welded, and welding gun. Within a robotic work cell, most of these components are combined
into a single machine. The material used in this case study is aluminum. Shield gas is contained in
the manual welding electrode. The rod’s material consists of mostly aluminum for both manual and
robotic processes [61]. This is displayed in Table 2.
Table 2. Chemistry component comparison of the case study, manual vs. robotic welding rod.
Manual

Robotic

Material

Value (%)

Weight (kg)

Material

Value (%)

Weight (kg)

Al
Fe
Si
Cu
Mn

99.8
0.13
0.02
0.01
0.05

0.42415
0.00055
0.00008
0.00004
0.00021

Al
Fe
Si
Cu
Mn

94.35
0.8
4.5
0.3
0.05

0.42796
0.00363
0.02041
0.00136
0.00023

3.3. Transformative Factors
Quality: A major factor that should be considered is the overall quality of the product that the
customer will receive. One of the positives about implementing robotics is that the room for error is
minimal compared to human operators. The quality management, however, involves several aspects,
such as welding parameters and geometric variables of the torch and the workpiece (e.g., torch angle
and cord length). Often, an experienced welding operator generates better-quality welding joints
compared to beginners with less experience.
Safety: Within manual arc welding, a key safety issue is the arc rays generated by the welding
equipment. Therefore, it is essential that eyes and skin are protected from radiation exposure. If a
helmet is not worn, the UV radiation can cause an eye burn known as “welder’s flash”. Another critical
factor is ventilation. Spaces that do not meet the standards should be equipped with mechanical
ventilating equipment that exhausts at least 2000 cfm of air for each welder [41]. Another factor
to consider when operating the equipment is not entering the robotic cell while it is in automatic
operation. Mechanical safety devices should be in place, such as fences and barriers, light curtains,
door interlocks, warning lights, and floor markings. These need to be checked regularly [41].
Layout: Determining the factors and costs associated with layout planning is complex [45]. In this
study, a fully automated system is implemented. Therefore, some of the major physical factors that we
need to consider are the current characteristics of the work area such as electrical lines, water lines,
current assembly areas, Heating, Ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and safety systems.
Changes to the work layout (Figure 5) based on the factors explained above are as follows:
Scheduling: When automation takes place, the capability of processes will also increase. Due to
the process cycle time change, the production line will be rebalanced to accommodate the change.
In manual welding processes, the process time varies from part to part depending on the operator’s
fatigue and experience. In robotic welding, a new schedule with fixed and predictable process times
should be generated to reflect this change.
Human Resources: When automation and implementation occur, the company has a few different
options for manual welders. They can:
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Table 3. Shielding gas and electrode costs.

Manual Robotic
Arc time
78.7402 Robotic
28.3465
Manual
Gas flow rate
N/A
0.0003
Arc time
78.7402
28.3465
Cost of gas per cubic meter
N/A
0.1060
Gas flow rate
N/A
0.0003
Electrode costs
1
1.21
Cost of gas per cubic
0.1060
Total meter
shielding gas cost N/AN/A
0.0008

Electrode costs

1

1.21

Unit
s
Unit
m3/s
s
$
m3 /s
$/part
$
$/part

$/part

Total
shielding
cost4. TheN/A
0.0008
Electrical power cost
is shown
ingas
Table
total time that
it takes$/part
to process one part is shorter
for robotic than manual operation. Therefore, the cost per part is lower for robotic than manual. This
is calculated using Equation (4).

Electrical power cost is shown in Table 4. The total time that it takes to process one part is shorter
for robotic than manual operation. Therefore,
costpower
per part
Table 4.the
Electric
cost.is lower for robotic than manual. This is
calculated using Equation (4).
Manual Robotic
Welding current
250.00
350.00
Table 4. Electric power cost.
Welding voltage
25.00
24.00
Idle power
50
60
Manual
Robotic
Power source efficiency
0.50
0.80
Welding
250.00
350.00
Arccurrent
time
78.74
28.35
Welding voltage
25.00
24.00
Power cost rate (kW hour)
0.12
0.12
Idle power
50
60
Idle power cost per part
0.00049 0.000017
Power source efficiency
0.50
0.80
Electric
0.33
0.01
Arcpower
time total cost
78.74
28.35

Power cost rate (kW hour)
Idle power cost per part
Electric power total cost

0.12
0.00049
0.33

0.12
0.000017
0.01

Unit
Amps
Volts
w
Unit
%
sAmps
Volts
$/kWh
w
$/part
%
$/parts

$/kWh
$/part
$/part
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Arc time is the time it takes for the machine or operator to complete the part. Labor cost is
considered in Table 5. The manual welding operator is paid $18/h. No operator is present at the
workstation for robotic GMAW. However, the robot requires $500 in maintenance cost each year.
Table 5. Labor and overhead cost.

Arc time
Deposition rate
Operator factor
Kilograms of weld deposit
Labor and overhead cost per part
Total welding time
Total labor and overhead cost

Manual

Robotic

Unit

78.74
0.00061
0.35
0.048
0.005
224.9
1.13

28.34
0.0017
0.8
0.048
0.00008
35.4
0.003

s
kg/s
%
kg
$/s
s
$

A major difference between manual and robotic welding is the overall amount of parts that can be
produced annually. Life cycle costing is conducted to calculate the annual equipment cost (robot and
safety systems) based on its lifespan of 10 years (Table 6). Table 7 shows the overall cost comparison
considering shielding gas, electrical power, labor, electrode, and equipment costs.
Table 6. Equipment cost.

Annual parts produced
Equipment cost
Total equipment cost (per part)

Manual

Robotic

Unit

91,440
489
0.0053

254,000
50,000
0.197

parts
$
$/part

Table 7. Cost per part comparison between manual and robotic welding.
Characteristic

Manual

Robotic

Shielding gas cost
Electrical power cost
Labor and overhead cost
Electrode costs
Equipment cost
Total cost per part

$$0.33
$1.13
$1.00
$0.01
$2.47

$0.0008
$0.01
$0.003
$1.20
$0.197
$1.42

Based on this analysis and the factors considered, the robotic process costs less than the manual
process. The additional infrastructure cost associated with the safety systems and automation should
be considered once the transformation is made.
3.5. Environmental Impact Assessment
The environmental impact assessment of the transition is a cradle-to-gate analysis focusing on the
welding process with the functional unit of one part (300 mm length seam welding). The functional unit
is defined consistent with cost assessment, which is one part. The boundary of the analysis includes
part material (aluminum in Table 1), welding process ancillary materials (shield gas in Table 3), tools
(electrode materials in Table 2), and energy (electricity in Table 4). However, the production of the
welding robot and the manual welding device are not included in the boundary due to data availability.
Environmental impact results (Table 8) were generated with GaBi software using the ReCiPe method
with the Hierarchist perspective [54]. The Ecoinvent database was used to get the environmental
impact results [63].
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Table 8. Environmental impact comparison between manual and robotic welding.
Impact Category
Climate change (kg CO2 -equiv)
Terrestrial acidification (kg SO2 eq.)
Freshwater eutrophication (kg P eq.)
Ozone depletion (kg CFC-11 eq.)
Fossil depletion (kg oil eq.)
Freshwater ecotoxicity (kg 1, 4 DB eq.)
Human toxicity (kg 1, 4 DB eq.)
Ionizing radiation (kg U235 eq.)
Marine ecotoxicity (kg 1, 4 DB eq.)
Marine eutrophication (kg N-equiv)
Metal depletion (kg Fe eq.)
Natural land transformation (m2 )
Particulate matter formation (kg PM10 eq.)
Photochemical oxidant formulation (kg NMVOC)
Terrestrial ecotoxicity (kg 1, 4 DB eq.)
Water depletion (m3 )

Manual
10−1

3.39 ×
6.84 × 10−4
5.22 × 10−7
1.23 × 10−11
1.14 × 10−1
6.35 × 10−5
6.22 × 10−3
5.64 × 10−2
4.19 × 10−6
3.69 × 10−5
3.72 × 10−2
−1.91 × 10−6
2.61 × 10−4
8.38 × 10−4
3.45 × 10−6
1.17

Robotic
5.79 × 10−1
1.76 × 10−3
6.20 × 10−7
9.5 × 10−12
7.16 × 10−4
8.84 × 10−5
4.18 × 10−2
5.92 × 10−2
3.80 × 10−4
6.49 × 10−5
1.24 × 10−1
2.12 × 10−5
9.21 × 10−4
1.50 × 10−3
2.54 × 10−5
1.51

Contribution analysis: When comparing manual versus robotic, the biggest impact category is
water depletion. This is due to the processes to create the inputs and materials to weld the components.
Climate change is another significant impact in the change from manual to robotic. This is due
to the shield gases required for robotic compared with manual welding on the basis that shield
gas is contained within the electrode. The shield gases chosen were argon and carbon dioxide.
Therefore, these gases contribute to increased climate change when implementation occurs. Fossil fuel
depletion results in a greater environmental impact for manual than robotic. This is due to the overall
amount of processing and arc time associated with manual SMAW. Because the manual process takes
longer, its electricity consumption is higher than the robotic process.
3.6. Social Impact Assessment
The social impact assessment focuses on two aspects, fair salaries and health and safety.
The company in this case study is located in Virginia, United States. Therefore, in the fair salary
assessment, the salary rate for the work cell welder ($18/h, $37,440/year) is compared with the average
rate in Virginia, the location-specific rate, and the national poverty level.
The statistics shown in Table 9 are from US Occupational Employment Statistics and the data
were collected from national, state, and local industries and all occupations [64]. The comparison
results show that the local welder wage, $18/h, is $0.69 lower than the national welder mean wage and
$3.58 lower than the state (Virginia) welder mean wage, but $0.03 higher than the local welder mean
wage. This is because manufacturing companies are mostly located in the northern and eastern part of
the state and the living expenses are higher there than in the company’s location (midwestern part of
the state). In terms of quality of life, the company welder annual income is $12,840 above the national
poverty level, which is defined as a specific dollar amount considered to be the minimum level of
resources necessary to meet the basic needs of a family unit (in this case a four-person family) [59].
However, the welder’s annual income is $16,540 less than the Virginia mean income and $3640 less
than the local annual income for all occupations. By replacing the manual welding process, the welder
has several alternatives, such as getting retrained and relocated to another process, getting retrained
to program and operate the automation of the shop floor (a career advancement), or leaving the
company. In this study, the robotic welding process is maintained and programed by the engineer.
Therefore, a comparison is made based on the case that the welder is retrained to operate other
processes on the shop floor (Table 10) [64].
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Table 9. Welder wage comparison with national, state, and local wage means.
Income Comparison Standards (Plocal )
National Welder
Mean ($/hour)

Virginia Welder
Mean ($/hour)

Local Welder
Mean ($/hour)

Local Annual Mean
Income ($/year)

National Poverty
Level ($/year)

Mean Virginia
Income ($/year)

Work cell: Pj = $18

18.69

21.58

17.97

41,080

25,100

53,980

Pdifference

−0.69

−3.58

0.03

−3640

12,340

−16,540

Table 10. Welder wage comparison with means of possible relocated positions.
Supervisor

Metal Fabricator

Assembler

Machinist

Inspector

Painting

$26.65
$8.65

$18.49
$0.49

$16.12
–$1.88

$20.96
$2.96

$17.82
–$0.18

$18.75
$0.75

Local mean
Salary increase

For most of the positions in the same geographic location, the mean wage rates are slightly above or
below the welder’s wage ($18/h). If the welder is relocated to metal fabrication, machining, or painting,
the salary will increase by $0.49/h, $2.96/h, or $0.75/h, respectively. If the welder is relocated to an
assembling or inspection position, the salary will decrease by $1.88/h or $0.18/h, respectively. If the welder
is retrained and promoted to a supervisor position, the salary will increase by $8.65/h.
In order to assess the health and safety impact of the process transition, the risk equation
(Equation (7)) is used. The welding fume amount is 3.48 g in the manual welding process and
1.08 g in the standard gas metal arc welding process [58]. Therefore, here Ep_manual is set as 3.48 and
Ep_robotic is set as 1.08. Since the location conditions and the deposition material are the same for
the process transition, Wp , L, and R are set as 1 for comparison. For the manual welding process,
the distance between the welder’s body and the hazardous materials is very small, while in the
robotic process, the distance between the operator/engineer and the hazardous materials is large.
Therefore, the relative distance factor (Kb ) for the manual process is set as 4 and for the robotic process
is set as 1. The hazard risk is calculated in Table 11.
Table 11. Safety and health impact of the two processes.

Manual
Robotic

Ep

Wp

L

R

Kb

GZ

3.48
1.08

1
1

1
1

1
1

4
1

13.92
1.08

The final GZ result means that the safety and health risk for the manual welding process is
12.89 times higher than that of the robotic welding process.
In summary, the social impact assessment reveals that unless the welder is promoted to a
supervisor position, implementing a robotic process does not significantly affect the welder’s salary
if he is relocated to a similar manufacturing process. However, there will be a significant impact on
quality of life if the welder has to leave the company and is unable to find a job for a certain length of
time. By implementing a robotic process, the company could significantly reduce health and safety
risk due to improvements in process setup and reduction of the human–machine distance.
3.7. Decision-Making
With all the results from the above assessments, the decision-making should focus on the
environmental impact of the transition, because both production cost per unit and the safety and
health impact of robotics perform better than the manual process. The decision will depend on the
cost of environmental violations. So two alternative situations are presented:
a.

The environmental impact of the robotic process does not violate regulations.
In this case, the implementation plan can be carried out and use the new robotic process.

b.

The environmental impact violates regulations.
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A solution can be found to mitigate the environmental impact and meet the requirements.

In this case, a team consisting of environmental and technical personnel can seek alternative
materials and equipment and conduct assessments to ensure compliance with regulations.
(2)

A solution cannot be found to mitigate the environmental impact.

The violation cost (Cv ) should be assessed and the overall profit of the robotic process (Pr = Cr − Cv )
should be compared with the overall profit of the manual process (Pm ). If Pr < Pm , from the economic
perspective, the new process should not be implemented due to high violation fees. If Pr < Pm , the new
process can be implemented, as the overall benefits exceed the manual process benefit.
Nevertheless, practitioners with expertise in decision-making methodologies can also use
preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation (PROMETHEE) [65,66], system
dynamics [67,68], or optimization methods [69,70] to make the final decision.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
To develop a sustainable approach to transform manual SMAW to robotic GMAW, vital
characteristics and factors must be considered. The implementation of the robotic work cell will
have social, environmental, and economical effects. Advance planning is the most vital element of
sustainable implementation. The proposed methodology provides SMEs with a framework for this
transition phase. By mapping out the current state of the process and the overall tangible inputs,
the decision-making team can identify problem areas that could limit implementation.
The case study shows that the associated economic costs would benefit from robotic implementation.
The cost of manual GMAW was $2.47 per part, while robotic GMAW was $1.42. The production rate
would increase with robotic welding. However, supply chain factors should be considered concurrently,
especially when it comes to the scheduling of workers, materials, and machines. Therefore, integrating
suppliers and customers in preplanning is critical for sustainable implementation. Within environmental
life cycle assessment, it was found that the associated environmental impacts would not benefit from robotic
implementation. Water depletion and climate change impacts would increase dramatically. It is noted
that fossil fuel usage would be less for robotics due to reduced processing time for parts. Socially, training
workers to operate and program the robots is vital to counteract the effects of displacing workers.
Using a robotic process will decrease safety and health risks for workers. This paper also proposes a
decision-making process for SME manufacturing practitioners. The process involves evaluating the
outputs from economic, environmental, and social impact assessments and creating a revision plan
when certain requirements are not met. However, sustainability decision-making in manufacturing
systems is a complex process, because economic, environmental, and social pillars are linked and their
relationships need to be explored in order to make a holistic decision. Nevertheless, in the robotic
transition, other factors need to be considered. For example, information handling and cybersecurity
issues could possibly affect the quality of production. In addition, implementing a new process or
technology requires an adaptation period during which process failures and modifications could
affect economic, environmental, and social performance of the new process. These factors need to be
addressed in further studies.
The framework presented in this study could assist manufacturing engineers and managers in
small and medium manufacturing companies with conducting assessments and composing a transition
plan to systemically implement robotic technologies on the shop floor.
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